Who We Are
Amy McCae helps individuals
and organizations reduce
stress and improve resiliency
through mindfulness based
practices. She started her
business after spending nearly
a decade ill and finally finding
healing through fitness,
nutrition, and meditation. Amy
now holds over sixteen
certifications related to
mind/body wellness. You can
learn more about her at
amymccae.com or at
mindfulnessleadercoach.com

Mindfulness means to pay
attention on purpose to the
present moment without
passing judgment. Other names
for mindfulness are emotional
intelligence training, resiliency
training, mental or mind
training, self-awareness, and
even attention training. There
are a variety of ways to train
your brain. The science will
amaze you and the practices
will transform your life.

Schedule your FREE 30
minute session now at
amymccae@gmail.com

Reduce Stress and
Improve Resilience
"Mindfulness should no longer be
'nice to have' for executives. It's a
'must have':a way to keep our brain
healthy, to support self-regulation
and effective decision making
capabilities, and to protect
ourselves from toxic stress."
Harvard Business Review

Email us at
amymccae@gmail.com to
schedule a FREE 30 minute
session!

TESTIMONIALS

Our work with Amy has been wonderful from
the start. She is very professional, yet easy to
talk to and willing to help however possible.
She speaks with confidence and has an ability
to relate to everyone. Amy’s expertise was
truly beneficial for our people in helping
them become more successful professionally
and personally.”
Jessica Cottingham/The Barnes Group
“Amy did a wonderful job making meditation
accessible. It was a great presentation that
really fit into our goal of improving self-care
for our clients.”
Gina Fricke/ Peace and Power Counseling
“When I first started working with Amy I was
overwhelmed and frustrated. After
working with Amy things just started to click!
Not only did my goals become
easier to achieve but our focus and direction
became clear and efficient. Amy
was able to help us organize all the pieces and
plug-in the missing ones and enjoy
life and work while doing it."
Dr. Chad Steskal

SERVICES

Mindfulness Corporate
Wellness Training
*Accredited 8-Week Online
Course
*Zoom Training Options
*In Person Seminars
*Secular
*Science Based
Life and Executive Coaching
*In person
*Zoom
*Personalized

BENEFITS

Improve:
*Resilience
*Retention
*Employee Satisfaction
*Employee Focus
*Performance and Success
Reduce:
*Health care costs
*Absenteeism
*Stress
*Burnout
*Overwhelm

FREE 30 minute session!
Email us NOW at
amymccae@gmail.com

Meditation will not solve every
problem but you will gain insight and
perspective and with that comes a
new level of consciousness.

